Sony IC Recorder instructions

http://www.docs.sony.com/release/ICDPX312.pdf

Turning the power on
Slide the HOLD • POWER ON/OFF switch in the direction of “POWER ON/OFF” for more than 1 second. The IC recorder is turned on, and the “Accessing...” animation is displayed.

Turning the power off Sony
Slide the HOLD • POWER ON/OFF switch in the direction of “POWER ON/OFF” for more than 2 seconds, and “Power Off” is displayed. The IC recorder turns off within a few seconds.

Note • When you are not going to use the IC recorder for a long time, we recommend to turn off the IC recorder. (The length of time before auto power off is set to “10min”

Starting to record
1 Slide the HOLD • POWER ON/OFF switch towards the center to release the IC recorder from the HOLD status. The stop mode window appears.

2 Select the folder in which you want to record - Place the IC recorder so that the built-in microphone face the direction of the source to be recorded.

3 Press -REC/PAUSE in the stop mode. The operation indicator flashes in orange, and then lights up in red. (When “LED” is set to “OFF” in the menu - the indicator does not light.) You do not need to press and hold - REC/PAUSE while recording. The new file will be automatically recorded after the last recorded file.

Press - (stop). The “Accessing...” animation appears and the IC recorder stops at the beginning of the current recording file. You can locate the recorded file using its folder name and file number for playback later. The folder containing the recorded file The number of the recorded file representing how early the file was recorded in a folder.

Other operations
pause recording* Press -REC/PAUSE. During recording pause, the operation indicator flashes in red and “PAUSE” begins to flash in the display window. release pause and resume recording
Press - REC/PAUSE again. Recording resumes from that point. (To stop recording after pausing recording, press (stop).)
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Jack (headphone)
J Head, clean the plug of the headphones, to the (headphone) jack. When noise is present, a pair of headphones can suppress operations or to silence each terminal. Do not use it as a reference point for these buttons and the jack have a feature.
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